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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
In recent years.many quest ions have been raised concerning the 
e ffect ivene s s ,  value , and methods of teaching mus ic reading in the 
elementary schoo l .  S ince the road t o  music reading i s  long, could not 
the t ime be better spent on something else? Do enough children really 
learn to read music to j us t i fy its cont inuation in the mus ic program? 
Do those who learn to read music use the skill out s ide of s chool and 
after school years are over? S ince it often seems so difficult to learn, 
are there not better t eaching techniques to be used� There has been 
little research done on these problems . It is the purpose o f  this paper 
to show how the learning of music reading, when properly taught , will be 
meaningful and use ful to the ch ild. By being of service to the learner, 
mus ic reading wil l  j us t i fy its p lace in the music curriculum o f  the 
elementary school . 
The answers to the que s t ions.raised are o f  v ital importance t o  the 
e lementary mus ic t eacher i f  he is t o  do his most e ffect ive teach ing. He 
must have clearly in his mind what .mus.ic reading is , its p lace in the 
music education program, and the techniques by which he can best t each 
music reading to the ch ild. 
CHAPTER II 
WHAT IS MUSIC READINm 
Music can be learne d by two methods . It can be learned b� ear , 
which is called rot e  learning. In rote learning, the music is played or 
sung until the learner can repeat what he has heard • .  This method makes 
the learned dependent upon others and leaves much o f  h is music learning 
to chance .  
The other method by which mus ic ca� be learned i s  through mus ic 
reading or note learning. This involves specific direct ion of the 
l att ent ion upon the meaning conveyeg by mus ic symbol s .  The ab ility to 
translate these symbols into meaningful patterns of sound and movement 
is music reading . These symbols c,ome to mean how the mus ic should sound 
and feel. The efficiency o f  music reading depends upon the capacity t o  
understand the musical meanings conveyed in the symbolism.2 
The reading.of music involves c ertain physical and mental skills . 
The,se skills are a comb inat ion o f  ear , eye ,  and mechanical proces ses . 
First the musical symbols must be recognized, then the sounds and move-
ments wh ich they represent recalled ,  and lastly, the symbols interpreted 
by s inging or by playing an instrmnent . The s inger needs to learn t o  
1
James L. Mursell, Mus ic in the American Schools (Chicago, Illinois: 
S ilver Burdett Company , 1943), P:- 228. 
2 Ibid. , p. 231. 
3 
recognize certain fundamental groups o f  tones used in his songs by 
hearing them. Then he should see how the symbols of the s e  sounds appear 
on the staff.  Lat er he should b e  able t o  recognize these symbols in 
songs he does not know. Certain exper iences , informat ion, and guidance 
are needed along the way in develop ing these skills . 
It is important that the teaching of these skil l s  be an integral 
part of the music program in the e lementary schoo l .  Music reading opens 
the door to more musical growth and enjoyment by making the learner 
musically independent. There fore music reading is not t aught to acquire 
the ski ll only, but to provide a key that can be used to open the way to 
increas ingly large areas of musical understandings . The real purpose of 
t eaching ch ildren to read mus ic is t o  enable them to enj oy the music 
literature which they have inherited. It is pos s ible to appreciate mus ic 
without any knowledge of how to read the music. 
The ab ility to read mus ic is important , although its bene fits are 
often not immediate ly seen . The first few years must be spent in expos ing· 
the ch ild to the fundamentals o f  mus ic reading and g iving h im pract ice 
in using them. The road to good music reading is long , but a good founda­
t ion can and should be· laid in the· elementary schoo l .  
CHAPTER III 
THE HISTORY OF MUSIC READING 
For many years people h ave t r ied to find pract ical ways o f  learning 
to read music notat ion. The "movable do" system is one of the oldest 
known methods of teaching music reading • .  It dat es from the eleventh 
century and has been used in various modified forms ever sinc e .  The 
monk, Guido d'Arezzo, was apparently the originator of this system. He 
used a sequence of Lat in syllables that followed the six- tone scale 
pattern of that day. It was used by Guido as a device for improv ing the 
music reading of h is choir boys.3 
At about the same t ime , another monk, Odo o f  Clugny , chose an 
instrumental approach to t eaching the reading o f  music t o  h is choir . He 
had them learn an instrument o f  Greek origin, the monochord, and then 
apply this knowledge to. singing by notat ion.4 
Lowell Mason was the first American school music t eacher. He began 
teaching music in the schools o f  Boston about eighteen-hundred and forty. 
Mr. Mason used a three- fold approach to note reading. He began by 
assoc iat ing numbers with the degree names of the scale. Syllables and 
regular note names were then added. Numbers were used in the f irst 
3Lilla Belle Pit ts, Mabelle Glenn, and Lorrain Watt ers , Guide and 
Teaching Suggest ions Kindergart en-Grade Three (Ch icago, Illinois: Ginn 
and Company , 1952), p .  103. 
4 
Robert Nye and Vernice Nye, Music in the E lementary School 
Englewood Cliffs, New Je rsey: Prentice -Hall Inc., 1 9 5 7 ) ,  p. 168. 
5 
explanation of all tonal relat ionsh ips .  
In the middle eighteen hundreds , an attempt was made t o  completely 
sub s t itute numbers for·syllables. Although this s eems to have been a 
trend all through the earlier twent ieth century, these attemp t s  were 
unsucces s ful« 
5 
Today· we find·syllables ,  le tter·names , numbers , and a comb inat ion 
o f  them being us ed in our schools. S ince there is often a ques t ion o f  
which o f  the three media t o  use ,  the advantages and the disadvantages o f  
all three should b e  examined .  The advantages o f  us ing numbers are: 
1. the familiar t erminology; something the child understands. 
2 .  their excellence in explaining intervals. 
3. the application o f  numbers to harmony. 
4 .  the comb inations o f  tones make a pattern o f  sound that is 
the same for every key. 
The disadvantages o f  the use o f  numbers are: 
1 .  their inadequacy .from the standpoint o f  voice production. 
2. the cumbersomeness to s ing, especially chromat ics . 
The us e o f  syllables in mus ic reading has the advantages o f  being: 
1. excellent as to voice production . 
2 • .  readily applied t o  the s inging o f  chromat ics . 
3 .  easy t o  pronounce a s  they are sung . 
4 .  able to make a pattern o f  sound that i s  the s ame for every key . 
The disadvantages o f  us ing syllable s are: 
1 .  their unfamiliar t erminology, meaningles s  at first . 
2. their inability to denote harmony . 
51b id., p .  169 . 
3. the lack of helpfulness in explaining intervals, 
Using regular letter names has the advantages of being: 
1. familiar terminology • 
2 .  used by instrumentalists. 
The use of letters has the disadvantages of: 
l, being cumbersome, especially in chromatics. 
2. not helping in explaining intervals. 
6 
3, the difficulty in seeing the patterns of relationship between 
7 
keys. 
The use of syllables is practiced predominently in our schools and 
when numbers are substituted for syllables, the change is of terminology, 
not principle,8 Perhaps it is adva.p.tageous for the child to have some 
understanding of both, Actually, all. _three devices are similar in that 
they are all ways of helping the child_ understand the relationship of 
the tones of the scale. It seems that the choice of which to use in the 
classroom is a matter of personal preference. However, the choice should 
be made, in co-ordination with the plan of the entire school, It is 
important that the approach to music reading be uniform in succeeding 
grades , An abrupt shift in the medium used could be very confusing to 
the child and could retard his growth in music reading, The important 
thing is not the medium_ chosen, but that music reading be approached with 
a uniform progression of musical activities and learning from grade to 
grade , Of course the progression should be steadily continued at the 
level of the child's ability rather than at his grade level, 
7 
.. 
Louise Myers, Teaching Children Music in the Elementary School 
Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice-Hall Inc. , 1956), pp. 188-189, 
8Pitts, Glenn and Watters, �· .£!!. ,  p. 104, 
CHAPTER IV 
TEACHING MUSIC READING IN GRADE ONE 
There are certain stages in the development of the reading skills 
at which a need is felt for a certain skill or b it of informat ion. This 
is the t ime that growth in that skill is most likely to result . 9 S ince 
music reading is taught as the need for it is felt , there must be a 
readiness . to ·prepp.re the ch.ild. The child should have some experience 
with the music language before he s t udies its t e chniques , j ust as he 
10 
learns to talk before h� learns t o  read. Much informat ion and many 
skills can.be acquired b efore the actual reading b egins . It is essent ial 
to build an association between s ight and sound through rot e  learning 
first . 
Acquiring this backgrol.llld inf9rmation is an important part of the 
readiness program. The child must think of mus ic as s omething to be 
enjoyed. An enjoyable associat ion· with music should always precede the 
t eaching of music reading. 
There are spe�ific musical experiences that help t o  ready the child 
for actual music reading. Thes e  experiences are all p art of the phase s  
of ·the music program. Actually, mus ic reading isn ' t  t aught in isolat ion, 
9Myers,  £e.• cit . ,  pp. 181 - 182.  
lOJacob Kwalwasser, Problems in Public School Mus ic ( New-York: M .  
Witmark and Sons , 19 32), p .  105. 
8 
but is an outgrowth of all parts of the musical �periences of the child. 
Rhythmic work plays an important part in preparing for music read-
ing, since notation is learned through bodily movement. The starting 
point for rhythmic training is at this level with free spontaneous move-
ment and aural perception. Real rhythmic awareness comes to the ch�ld 
from the feeling of rhythmic movement as he experiences it himself. The 
child participates in rhythmic patterns for such fundamental movements 
as walking, running, and skipping. Walking rhythm patterns can be. done 
to music in 24, 34, or 44 meter in which the melody consists mostly of 
quarter notes. Music having the same time signatures, but with the 
melody in eighth notes is used for running patterns. Music for skipping 
can have the same time as walking and runn.ing music, but the melody 
pattern uses the dotted eighth note followed by a sixteenth note, Music 
with eith:ex:_,?.8, 98, or 1:28 meter can be used for skipping rhythm patt'erns 
if the melody patterns consist mainly of a quarter note followed by an 
11 eighth;note pattern. �-Children can also experience other fundamental 
movements, such as swaying, jumping and .galloping. 
Out of these rhythmic responses come the concepts of fast and slow, 
heavy and light, long and. short, and even and uneven in terms of bodily 
movement, These concepts are not associated with symbols at this time, 
However, after having E!Xperienced rhythmic activities, the child will 
read rhythmic notation from a feeling standpoint. .This physical feeling 
for rhythm is most important, Without this feeling, further progress in 
1�arguerite v. Hood and E .  J ,  Schultz, Learning Music Through 
Rhythm, (CM.cago:i''Illinois: Ginn and Company, 1949), pp. 28-32. 
9 
reading rhythm symbols will be slow and uncertain. 12 
Singing activities also help t o  prepare the child for musi� 
reading . Through singing, the child gains his concept o f  mood ,  home tone 
(key feeling), phrases that sound alike, up and down, and high and low. 
Acting out the melody line in t erms of pitch levels is a good way to help 
the child become·more conscious o f  differences in pitch.13 This can be 
done with the hands or with the whole body. From this grows t he. realiza­
tion that music moves up , down, or straight acros s by steps or skip s .  
The song repertory gives repeated use o f  certain groups o f  tones 
such as s cale s ections and tonic, dominant , and sub -dominant triads . In 
this song repertory the child learns the sounds o f  these notes which he 
will later int erpret in reading. 
Acquaintance with instrlllllent s  such as melody b ells and xylophones 
is helpful in reading readiness .  _ By using thes e instruments ,  the child 
can see tones as well as hear t hem. 
The re are other factors involved in reading readines s ,  in addition 
to acquiring background information. One of the s e  is the physical 
development· o f  the child. This is a deciding factor in his ability to 
sing. . Physical development also has a bearing on the child ' s  development 
o f  large and small muscles and his ability to co-ordinate t he s e  muscles. 
Many children at this age are inept at activities using the small muscle s . 
12 
Hood and Schultz ,  �· cit., p .  8 7 .  
13
Nye and Nye , �· cit., p .  166 . 
Another important aspect of the child's physical development is the 
visual and auditory development.14 
The child needs to have developed the ability to sing on pitch 
10 
and to have become accustomed to singing with a group. It takes about 
two to three years in a school in which singing has been an important 
part of the music program to develop this level of singing ability. 
Also important is the development of the aural and visual senses. 
The child should be able to see and hear differences between neighboring 
tones of the scale before music reading is attempted. Since the reading 
of music calls for the precise action of the small directive muscles of 
the eyes, it is clear that the majority of first graders are not ready 
physically to begin actual music reading. 15 
Muscular coordination and development are also a determining factor 
in beginning the reading of music. The larger muscles are used in 
rhythmic responses. A.child is not ready to interpret notes in time 
until he can control his muscles well enough to walk, tap, sway, or 
effect other fundamental movements in time with the music. 
The third determining factor in reading readiness is the desire to 
learn to read or social urgency. A need or a desire for a skill greatly 
implements its learning. It is hoped that during his musical activities 
the child has felt the need to learn to follow the music for himself. 
By the end of the first grade, most children are ready to take the 
next step toward music reading. They have acquired an ear vocabulary 
14 
Myers, �· cit. , p. 183. 
15Mursell, 21!.� cit. , p. 245. 
11 
of familiar rhythmic and tonal patt erns and have increased their power 
of auditory discriminat ion. Some o f  them will b e  showing signs o f  readi-
ness for beginning music reading .. Some of these signs are: 
1. The child shows an int erest in want ing to learn new 
songs. 
2 .  He shows an awareness o f  tonal and rhythmic pat t e rns 
that are similar. 
3. He is aware of soft and loud, high and low, long and 
short , and slow and fast . 
4. The child participates act ively .in singing. 
5 .  He also part icipates in rhythmic act ivit ies. 
6 .  He has a desire to know about instruments and t o  play 
one . 
7 • .  The child has a desire to learn to read music . 1
6 
16
Music Educators' National Conference, Music .in Amer ican 
Education (Ch icago , Illinois: 1955),  p. 7 8 .  
CHAPTER V 
T EACHING MUSIC READING IN GRADE TWO 
The second.grade is the ideal time for children to get off to a good 
start in ·music--·reading. With competent guidance, they can now develop the 
ear and eye discriminations needed for the music reading process. The 
second grade-child is still in the readiness program, but is in the real 
beginning stage of music reading. Now attention is centered on continuing 
the deveiopment of ear discrimination. Eye discriminations, the combina-
tion of ear and eye processes, and thinking the sound of a familiar note 
' 
pattern are begun. 
Melody is given priority over rhythm in the beginning phase of music 
reading. "rt comes first in developing the visual as well as the aural 
discrimination. Children turn to melody to express themselves. Also · 
their concepts of space develop far in advance of their concepts of time. 
They are more concerned with the rate of speed, such as how fast they can 
run, rather than the length of.time it takes to step or skip. Melody is 
a good b_eginning because the general contour of the melodic line is the 
only part of music notation that looks the way music sounds.17 
Since learning to follow the direction of the melody as it moves 
along the staff is the first aspect of music reading that a child can 
comprehend, it is begun by what may be called survey reading. In survey 
17 i l" d 100 P tts, G enn an Watters, �· .£!!_., p. • 
reading the beginning is with the 'Whole and p rogre s s ion is made to its  
specific parts . Th is gives the child an over-all impres s ion of the 
relation between a whole song and its structure . The child can find 
many meanings for h ims elf by now seeing ·what he has already learned by 
hearing. Songs are used 'Which emphas ize the relationship betwe en.the 
13 
symbols and the melodic phrases with 'Which the child is already aurally 
familiar. Songs having a close relat ionship between the words , p ictures ,  
and notat ion ar� good·to. 
use�· The song may be about running up the 
s tairs:: The p icture will show children running up the stairs and the 
, � I' ,, 
student will find that the mus ic picture sings up too. The words , the 
mus ic,  and th
,
e p icture all t ell the same story. 
Through s inging in this manner the child is also introduced t o  the 
medium to be used in music readi?g• The medium can b e  learned by rote 
as calls , addit ional stanzas to songs be ing learned, and by s inging songs 
'Which include the medium in their t exts . ''The Happy River" is an examp·le 
o f  the medium being used as addit ional stanzas to a song . 
THE HAPPY RIVER 
l� Hear the hap-py r iv-er s ing-ing, sing-ing, 
French Folk Tune 
2 .  One , two» three , four, five , three , five, three,  fiv e ,  three 
3. Do , re, mi , fa, sol , mi , sol, mi , sol, mi. 
Hear the hap-py r iv - er s ing - ing as 
One, two, three , four, five, three; five , 
Do , re, mi , fa, sol, mi , sol� fa, mi , 
it flows. 
four , thre e ,  two , one. 
re , do . 
14 
In this song both syllables and numbers are used. This is a wise p lan, 
as the ch ildren associate the syl lab le name with the correct tone of the 
scale immediat ely .  This is a definite advantage later when intervals are 
discussed. 
The two following songs are examples of the medium be ing used as 
part of the text of the song . 
A MUSICAL MIX-UP 
Sup-pose all the bird- ies read songs 
·sup-pose al l the chi l - dren sat up in a tree, 
1Bu.
t birds need the tree-to� , and want their own song, 
all the tunes with a ver-y look, 
like the b ird- ies a twit -ter chee chee, 
we ne�d to stay where \all chil-dren b e - long, 
o mi sol fa mi re 
Not do mi sol fa mi re 
S ing-ing do mi sol fa mi re do. 
THE CHIMES 
Mina Dawson 
The chimes ring out a pret -ty tune, They t e l l  the t ime of day. 
Do t i  la sol fa mi re do, Their mu-sic seems t o  say. 
15• 
Songs of this type are particularly good to use when the medium has just 
been begun and the children need to become more familiar with the termino-
logy or when the song text includes the medium on a· particular pattern 
that is being studied. 
The next three song examples are of the same type, using the medium 
in the'song text. However, they also include the use of numbers; so they 
' l would probably prove of more benefit to be used after the syllable names 
have become familiar to the children.·· 
I -
1. It 's fun for 
2 .  And if we 
IT'S FUN 
all of us to know, That we can sing our songs with 
like to change our fun, It works as well to start with 
Do, re, mi, fa, sol,_ fa, mi, re, 
One, two, three, four, five, fo·ur, three, two, 
yes we know 
ti, sol, ti, sol, 
Five, one, seven, five, seven, five, one. 
16 
ONE , TWO , BUCKLE MY SHOE 
Scale Son 
buck-le my shoe; Thre e ,  four, shut the 
re , hur-ry let ' s  play; Mi, fa, ask your 
Fiv e ,  six ,  p ick up s t icks; Sev'n, e igh t ,  lay them straight. 
Sol, la, ask your Pa; T i ,  do, then we'll go. 
Eight,  sev ' n,  
Do , t i , 
Joan Henr 
six, 
la, 
f iv e ,  four , three , two, 
sol, fa, mi , re , 
ONE , TWO , THREE , FOUR 
one. 
do. 
Joan Hen 
l ,  Do,. re,  mi , fa, sol, A - fish - ing we will go; 
2. One , two, three , four , five, I ' ve caught a fish a· - live; 
La, t i, do, re, mi,  A - sail - ing o ' er the s e a .  
Six,  sev 'n, e ight , nine , ten,  I '  11 throw h im i n  a - gain. 
1 7  
''The . Tonic .Chord" song exemp lif..ies the type o f  song that can b e  
sung when a certain tonal pattern or patterns are being learned. It is  
doubly help ful s ince the medium for the patterns is included in the words 
o f  the song, 
THE TONIC CHORD 
Czechoslovakian 
Folk Son 
Hear the ton-ic chord s ay:  sol ,  sol sol mi do mi 
Up the chord with do mi sol, Down the s cale with mi re do 
VP the chord with do mi sol,  Down the s cale with mi re do , 
The child must b e  given enough experience in us ing the medium t o  
become real�y fami liar with it, The names must be t ie d  t o  the proper 
tones through s inging , When the chi ld feels at home with the medium, 
patterns are taken from the songs being learned by the survey method and 
the medium is app lied to them, The same pattern is repeated in di.fferent 
songs unt i l  the child can find and s ing it in a new song. 
Learning the medium, especially if it is syl lables , can be a diffi-
cult t ask or an enjoyable one ,  depending upon how it is  introduced, 
Stor-ies are an int ere st ing way to present new mat erial t o  ch ildren , The 
s tory o f  the ''Do Family" is an enjoyable way for th e ch il,c;l to b e  intro-
duced to the syl lable name s ,  This family lives in their staff house /1ith 
18 
each line and each space being a room. Mr . Do can choose to live in any 
room of the house he wishes, . but the children must always follow in the 
same order . Mrs. Do lives in the room above the last child to help 
keep them in order since there are so many of them. The children enjoy 
learning to know each member of the family by removing one member at a 
time t o  go' on errands and then bringing them home to their correct rooms 
again. -�This song can be used with the.story. 
THE DO FAMILY 
next t o  mi , fa lives next to· 
sol you know, and la lives next to ti. Do ' s  the father of them all as 
you can plainly see, and when he moves he 
This approach also helps to t each the order of the medium and its t onal 
relationship s .  
The relative position of s cale tones on the staff must b e  learned 
before real music reading can be b egun . The child needs to know that 
adj acent tone s occupy adjacent degrees of the staff and that when the root 
of a triad is on a line, the third will be on the next line higher, and 
the fifth on the next line higher than the third. The same principle 
19 
applies to the spaces. Children become aware with their eyes of scale-
wise and skipwise motions and repetitions in the construction of melodies. 
Of cours.e the ear leads to these discoveries and the eye confirms it. 
Again the learning process can be made an interesting adventure by using 
games. 
These games help the child to become better acqua,inted with the 
staff and the sounds of the notes. These games require a large floor 
staff. One can be painted on the floor for permanent use or drawn with 
· chalk .for temporary use. A floor staff can also be made from the card-
board of a large mattress box. 
The "tight rope walking game" has the children imitate circus 
performers. They follow the leader across the bottom line of the staff, 
h\Jmming its tone or singing its medium name. The children walk around 
the staff and do the same thing for the next line and so on. The spaces 
can be used for trudging through the snow.18 
There is also a game using intervals or tonal patterns. The floor 
staff is·again used. The interval or pattern is played or sung and the 
child demonstrates it on the floor staff. Patterns of two tones should 
be used at first. If the tones move by a step, the child steps the 
pattern. If it is a skip, the child jumps the interval on the floor staff. 
The interval should be sung as it is demonstrated and the medium can be 
employed.19 It is well for the child to see the notation of the pattern 
18Madeleine Carabo-Cone and Beatrice Royt, How to Help Chitdren 
Learn Music (New York: Harper and Brothers, 1955), p. 25. 
19� •• pp. 79-80. 
on a blackboard staff. This game can be played in other grades using 
progressively longer and more difficult patterns. 
20 
Manipulating cardboard discs which represent notes and placing 
them on correct lines and spaces helps relate the eye and ear. Patterns 
can be matched from songs in the child's book or from the blackboard and 
of course, are sung while the child builds the pattern with the discs. 
In working with the lines and spaces, it is helpful to compare the staff 
with a ladder, numbering the steps or lines as you go up. The spaces 
between the steps are numbered in the same way • 
. Through his singing of songs in the readiness program, the second 
grade child becomes acquainted with the facts on the printed page of 
music. All reading begins with not more than looking at the music· pic­
ture ·and gradually giving increased attention to the elements of the 
symbolism.20 .The child needs to be familiar with the printed page before 
he can read music. He must learn such things as the arrangement of the 
·words under the music staff, parts that look alike sound alike, how to 
find page numbers�· and be able to· read the words of the song at a reason­
able rate of speed. 
A��hough m�lody is stressed first in this phase of music reading, 
rhythm is not ignored. The second grade child is still in the stage of 
perceiving rhythm through feeling. Rhythmic body movements eventually 
become identified with notation. Information about the duration of tones 
will be derived from songs that the child knows and from rhythmic acti­
vities. He becomes aware of different lengths of notes and then learns 
2�ursell, �· cit., p. 6 2. 
to recognize.the symbols of these differences. However, the symbolism 
for time must be handled incidentally and inductively. .The order must 
21 
be from.rhythmic experience to the symbol. Symbols are meaningful only 
when presented as outcomes of rhythmic experiences.21 When f�eling 
merges into knowing, the child desires to name what is kno�. The move-
ment of walking.becomes associated with a "walking" or quarter note as 
it will be called later. Other·time values are learned in the same way. 
The arithmetical treatment of a symbol is not mentioned at this level. 
Hood and Schultz suggest that the following method be used to 
introauce the child to rhythmic symbols. The rhythm of a familiar song 
using walking and running notes is notated on the blackboard. The notes 
are not put on a staff or in .measures. The song is then played and the 
childrert•asked what kind of music they heard, Then the children look 
at the notes and listen. again. They now see that the walking music looks 
different from the running music and learn how each kind of note looks. 22 
When the fundamental movement has become associated with the music 
notation, the child can step the melody rhythm. He also can notate 
rhythm patterns on.the blackboard to be used for stepping, clapping, 
chanting, or playing upon percussion instruments. Fitting the child's 
name into a pattern of rhythmic notation is fun for the child and is also 
a worthwhile experience. 
The children can also feel the music moving in twos or threes which 
21 ' 
James Mursell and Mabelle Glenn, The Psychology of School Music 
Teaching (Chicago, Illinois: Silver Burdett Company, 1931), p. 225. 
22Hood and Schultz, �· cit,, pp. 88-89. 
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helps to lead them toward the understanding of accent and meter. To give 
the child the idea of pulsation, a "grandfather clock game" can be played. 
The only material needed is a tape measure that will unwind and spring 
back into its small, round, metal container. The tape is used as a 
pendulum by extending it and swinging it from the tape end. The container 
acts as the �eight. The idea is to make the pendulum of the clock swing 
with the accent of the music. Differences in tempo can be accounted for 
by shortening or lengthening the tape.23 A balloon on a string can be 
waved back and forth in time with the pulsation of the music, also. 
The.teaching of time .values is greatly aided by songs in which there 
is a close correlation between the words and the rhythmic notation. For 
instance, a song using the words "run, run, run, run" will use four eighth 
or "running" notes, one above each word "run". Unity between words and 
rhythm of a song helps the child in his feeling of ·its rhythm • .  
The second grader has acquired a large .ear-eye vocabulary of tonal 
and rhythmmc patterns and has used this vocabulary repeatedly in his 
musical experiences. His eye movements can now-follow both the words and 
the music. He is ready to expand these skills already begun and to 
develop more independence in their application to new songs. 
23carabo-Cone and Royt, .££.• £!.£., p. 16 , 
CHAPTER VI 
TEACHING MUSIC READING IN GRADE THREE 
The third grade is still a period of reading readiness, of observing 
the tonal, rhythmic, and structural aspects of the songs first learned 
by rote. However, the real beginning of the growth in skill and knowledge 
of music reading is made in this grade. The child increases his ear and 
eye vocabulary and uses it with increasing independence in learning new 
songs. 
Teaching a new song in the third grade is a combination of eye and 
ear and r.ote and note associations. The children are guided to apply their 
familiar vocabulary to new songs. Emphasis is still placed on coordination 
eye and ear images. In his singing, a third grader uses songs covering a 
wider range oL tonal and rhythmic patterns, bringing about an increase in 
his ear and eye vocabulary. New patterns are presented along with the 
old ones. The new ones become familiar while the old ones are reviewed. 
Thirds outside of the key chord are learned through the medium. Below 
is a song which shoulg prove helpful at this time. It can also be used 
to advantage later when the interval of the third is being learned. Of 
THIRDS 
1. Now this song we sing in thirds; so lis-ten and hear these new words. 
2. Do mi re fa mi sol fa la sol ti la do ti re do. 
course, the medium is applied to both the old and new patterns. The 
child learns to find like, different, and almost alike phrases in 
notation. 
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Before the year is over, enough patterns are usually known to enable 
the child to read an entire song made up of familiar phrases. The 
patterns must be familiar to both the ear and eye and be very simple 
rhythmically. A good procedure to follow at this level is to read the 
rhythm first and then the melody. This can be begun by having the children 
find how many kinds of notes are in the song. The next step is to find 
any rests and then to see if there are any phrases that are·alike rhythmi-
24 cally. · · The children are then ready to clap the rhythm of the song or 
to chant the note values using their movement names such as run and walk. 
The words are then read in rhythm. Any like par�s are located and the 
general movement of the melody line discussed. The teacher locates do 
for the class and the pitch of do is given. Do is sung and the first 
tone of the song if it is other than do. Next the class sings the song, 
using the medium. This is done at least twice, then the class sings with 
"loo" and lastly, sings the song with the words.25 It makes the children 
very proud to learn a whole song for themselves and thus motivates the 
study of more reading material. 
Notating original songs is a valuable experience for the child in 
learning to read music. At this level, the teacher will have to do most 
of the actual notating with the children helping where they can. Even if 
24ifood and Schultz, £E_.>cit., pp. 134-135. 
25 Myers, £2.• cit., pp. 200-201. 
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they can not do much of the notating, the third graders should see their 
original songs in notation. 
Part singing also plays a part in helping the child learn to read 
music. As early as the third grade, two-part harmonic endings can be 
used. They are learned by rote. The children hum the. melody, ending 
while listening to the teacher as she sings with words the harmony ending. 
Then some of the children sing the new harmony part with the teacher. 
After the harmonic feeling is developed, notation is used to show how the 
harmony looks. This eventually leads to an understanding and purposeful 
use of the notation of part singing. 
A few symbols such as the treble clef sign, the rests, and the 
double bar sign are learned from thefr frequent use in songs. These 
features of the song score are pointed out one at a time. It is out of 
the question to present an array of musical symbols to children of this 
age. 
The more the child works with these symbols, the ·more familiar they 
become. The treble clef sign and different kinds of notes can be made by 
the child out of colored pipe cleaners. A musical treasure h:unt is 
enjoyed by the children. Each child is given a familiar symbol cut out of 
paper. The children try to match their symbol with other cut-outs placed 
around the room. The winner is the one who has matched his symbol correct­
ly the most times during the time of the game. 
Another symbol matching game has the child match a symb�l on a flash 
.card to one out of a group. If he can match the symbol and name it, he 
claims' the card. The first child getting four cards wins the game, 26 
26 Carabo-Cone and Royt, �· cit. 
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The rhythmic organization of a song is still principally a matter 
of feeling with the third grade child. Their feeling for the measured 
accent is becoming more distinct and they have a well established feeling 
for the beat. Time signatures are now interpreted through bodily response. 
''Measure role call" is played by having the children seated in a 
circle or a straight line. Each child stands up in order, beginning 
with the first child, on the accent of each measure. Another metric game 
is "corner measure." There are three groups of children, one each for 
24, 34, and 44 meters. Each group stands in a different corner and walks 
around only when its meter is being played. When another meter is played, 
the first group must stand where they are and the group belonging to 
the new meter walks around the room.27 
By the end of the third grade, the child should be ready for more 
independent reading. When does readiness end and music reading begin? 
There is not a sharp line between reading and non-reading. There is a 
continuum of musical growth in which the understanding of the score is 
a contribution element. As more importance is put upon reading the score 
28 it just means that the ear is more and more supported by the eye. When 
children realize that they can get-with their eyes what they have been 
getting only with their ears, the reading process has begun. 
27John Beattie, Josephine Wolverton, Grace Wilson, and Howard Hinga, 
Guide to American Singer Grade Three, Second Edition (Chicago, Illinois: 
American Book Company, 1954), p. 12. 
28James Mursell, Education for Musical Growth (Chicago, Illinois: 
Ginn and Company, 1948), p. 6 2. 
CHAPTER VII 
TEACHING MUSIC READING IN GRADE FOUR 
Fourth grade boys and girls have a deep concern for acquiring and 
improving mental as well as physical skills. This makes the fourth grade 
an ideal time to guide music reading toward more precise observations. 
They are now.capable of taking more initiative in using the notation of 
a song as a means of mentally hearing the way a phrase sounds. In other 
}YOrds, the order of approach to many songs is now changed. Before the 
order was hearing, doing, and seeing. Now in the fourth grade, it is 
often seeing, thinking, and doing. 29 The children are also able to 
imagine how new patterns will sound by the way they look. 
New patterns are still being added to the child's ever-increasing 
vocabulary. Chromatics and larger intervals of fourths, fifths, and sixths 
are introduced. With these additions, a fourth grader can entirely read 
' 
s�veral of his songs. He is becoming more effective in using the medilnn 
in perceiving and remembering tonal patterns both familiar and unfamiliar. 
The singing of rounds, descants, and some simple two part songs 
have a place in the music reading prograni· at this level. It is not 
emphasized here, but if a group shows readiness for this step, it should 
be provided. These early .attempts must be handled carefully so the 
children gain some ability to carry one part against another. 
29Lilla Belle Pitts, Mabelle Glenn, and Lorrain Watters, Guide and 
Teaching Suggestions Grades Four-Six (Chicago, Illinois: Ginn and Company, 
1952) J p. 38. 
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In singing a round, the entire group must know the melody before 
it is sung as a round. The two groups, when singing as a round, must·be 
of equal vocal and musical strength. When each section can carry its 
melody independently, a good step toward part singing has been made, 
because it strengthens a feeling for harmony. 
Songs with descants can be used even if only a small group can carry 
the counter melody against the melody. Be sure each child has the oppor­
tunity to sing a descant at some time. Do not have one group sing the 
melody and the other the descant on all ·such songs. The groups should 
alternate on the parts from song to song. 
Optional harmonic notation appears in fourth grade singing books; 
so that two part singing may be done if the group is ready for it. This 
notation occurs where the tonal pattern suggests a natural harmonization, 
such as at cadence points and where harmony can .be sensed from the 
accompaniment. This helps the child to prepare his ears to hear simple 
harmonies such as thirds and sixths. These optional harmonies may be. 
sung by the teacher while the group sings the melody if the group is not 
yet ready to attempt two part singing itself. If the group is ready, 
simple harmonic experiences are so enjoyable that they are an incentive 
to move careful observation of the song score. Growth in music reading 
is dependent upon systematic observation. 
Notating an original song gives the fourth grader an opportunity 
to write the musical language he is reading. The words, whether or�ginal 
or taken from literature, should be available first. The words are 
chanted to find the accents and the rhythm. Tunes are then suggested for 
the first phrase and one is chosen. The class sings the chosen phrase 
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using the medium and some child puts it on the staff. The song is 
completed one phrase at a time in the sam·e way. 30 A simple score should 
now have enough meaning for the child so that he can follow it while 
hearing it as well as while he is singing it. Going over each phrase as 
it is notated, having some sing and some follow the notation while 
listening, gives experience in this as well as making the new song more 
familiar. 
The fourth grader should be guided toward an increasing grasp of 
rhythmic aspects of music also. His rhythmic patterns are increased at 
this level by the introduction of the dotted quarter note followed by 
an eighth note. The child has sung this pattern. many times, but his 
attention is now called to its notation as well as �ts rhythm. The two 
notes should be learned together as a pattern. The rhythm of the pattern 
is easy for' the child to recognize by its uneven or skipping characteris-
tic. As any new pattern, it should be begun from a familiar song. The 
children should mark the beats in each measure as they sing the song. 
They will discover that they are beating twice for the dotted quarter 
note and that the eighth note is sung after the second beat, but before 
the next beat. It seems to help the children to consider the eighth note 
a "slip-in" note.31 
Besides the new rhythm pattern, the fourth grader learns to trans-
late time values into mathematical concepts and to call the time values 
by their number names. The meaning of the time signature is discovered. 
30Mursell and Glenn, ££• cit. , p. 214. 
31 
-
Hood and Schultz, ££• cit. , pp. 146-147. 
The "note store game" will help the child to :learn some of the 
mathematical concepts, Notes are bought and sold with a quarter note 
30 
lf d. d 
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qeing worth one disc, the ha note two iscs, an so on, The children 
can make rhythm patterns equal to three discs for measures of 34 meter 
and patterns equal to four discs for measures of 44 meter. 
The study of preband instruments such as the tonette or song flute 
is rich in music reading objectives. This is also an ideal way to work 
the use of letter names into the music program. By this time the use of 
the medium should be implanted_ strongly enough that the child will not 
become confused between the two. 
Again there are games to be used to implement the learning process. 
A bean bag can .be thrown onto the floor staff and the child gives the 
letter name of the line or space on which it landed , Points can be given 
for every correct answer if a child or a group is to be declared the 
winner, 
Having a "live keyboard" will also aid the teaching of note names. 
The children each hold a cardboard with one letter name used in the song 
on it. Each bobs up with a spring when his letter name appears on the 
33 score and is played or sung. Melody bells can be used in much the same 
manner with a child striking his bell when his note appears in the song. 
Through his playing and singing, the fourth grader is introduced 
to some more theoretical aspects of the music score. The composition of 
scales is studied and key signatures are learned. The child should not 
32 Car�bo-Cone and Royt, £12.• cit, 
CHAPTER VIII 
TEACHING MUSIC READING IN GRADE FIVE 
Fi fth grade pup ils have moved into a stage o f  increas ing indepen­
dence in mus ic reading. They are capable now of taking more init iat ive 
in us ing mus ic notation as a means of hearing inwardly the way a phras e 
should sound without having t o  s ing it aloud. They are th inking tona l 
meanings before s inging them. 
The me dium is s t i l l  us ed to give 'support to the eye- ear imagery, 
but to a lesser extent . Fron now on it is app lied to unus ual intervals 
and to less fami liar phrase patterns.• The medium should be becoming 
progres s ively unneces sary . Its repeated use in the past should enab le 
the fifth grader to dispense with it except in unusual cases . The purpose 
of the medium in mus ic reading is only to help the ch ild t o  th ink through 
the notes to the musical facts beh ind the notes . Any medium is only a 
symbol o f  sound and a means o f  help ing the child better understand tonal 
and harmonic relat ionships . 
The fifth grader can read some songs melodically with words at 
s ight . Only songs wh ich are rhythmically and melodically s imp le should 
be used for this . The words o f  the song are read in rhythm �nd in the 
mood of the song first . This also establishes the t empo for s inging the 
song. The pitch is given and the ch ildren s ing. The song should be 
kept going even if errors are made . A fter the song has been �ung through, 
di fficult spots are isolat ed, sung with the medium, and then sung with 
34 
words . 
Rounds and songs with descants are again used to aid in the 
development o f  independent tonal th inking and harmonic fee l ing . The 
33 
develop ing o f  a sens itivity to harmonic relat ionship s is stressed. There 
should be harmonic seeing, singing, and hearing . Notation is now used 
in two part singing and p ictures for the eye wh ich has b e fore been mainly 
learned through the ear. Song mater ial used should be fami l iar, appeal-
ing, and not too difficult since reading part songs adds another op�ra-
t ion to the eye movements required for music reading. Ch ildren should 
not be expected to learn the two parts of one song and should always s ing 
the part or iginally ass igned to them for that song. In other songs , the 
parts should be reversed so that the children gain experience in singing 
either part o f  a song. If there are children whose vo ices are low and 
limited in range , they may sing the second part at all t imes .  Some 
classes will be ab le to s ing both part s s imultaneously on the first read-
ing and others will have to learn the parts separately . Th is depends 
entirely upon the abi l ity o f  the group . 
Another kind o f  song which contributes to the deve lopment o f  
harmonic fee l ing is the vocal chording song. The fee ling for common 
chords is strong in these songs . The root s of the three principle chords , 
do , fa, and sol are sus tained vocally by one group wh ile another s ings 
the melody. It is best to s ing the sustained tones with the medium b e fore 
s inging them with a neutral syl lab le� Although the approach is predom-
34
John Beatt ie,  Josephine Wolverton, Grace Wilson ,  and Howard Hinga, 
Guide to Amer ican S inger Book Five , Se cond Edit ion ( Ch icago , Illinois: 
American Book Company, 19 54) , p .  7 .  
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inant ly aural , the children should see the notation o f  the part they 
are singing . They can also notate the hannony part in .different rhythm 
patterns that are appropriate with the certain song . The autoharp is 
help ful in deciding when the chords should be changed. Experience in 
sipging the root tone o f  these chords also helps to s trengthen the 
feeling for the key or tonal cent e r .  
In the singing o f. songs in t h e  fHth grade , at tenticln .may be 
calle d to a difference of tonal expectations caused by a sharp , flat , or 
natural . The procedure is to point it out for the eye , since it is usually 
sung by intuitive feeling. There is a continuation o f  using songs con­
taining chromatics . Be fore the att ention has been given t o  raising the 
tone by the sharp or natural, but now there is a widening use of all 
three . 
Several songs in the minor mode should be sung to estab lish a 
fee ling o f  contrast between the minor and the maj or . Minor scales are 
s tudied t oo and progress in the understanding of other technical asp ects 
o f  music such as key signatures is continued. 
The dot t ed eighth not e  fol lowed by a sixteenth note is studied and 
rhythm patterns found in 6s meter are added to the child ' s  rhythmic 
vocabulary . The visual likenesses and differences o f  the rhythmic aspect 
of notation are observed in their relation to the expres sive e ffect of a 
song . 
The fifth grader has more experience using notation including 
notating original songs and chording on such instruments as the autoharp1 
guitar , or ukelele . Instrumental chording is another enrichment o f  
harmonic experience.  It is best to begin with songs using only two chords , 
and after the child has developed some pro ficiency in using the instrument , 
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use songs needing three or more chords . Boys and girls can discover 
for themse lves the chords to accompany some cif their favorite songs that 
are not notated. Chording gives valuable listening experience in learn­
ing to identi fy common chords , is bene ficial to .part singing , and can 
t each chord s tructure. 
By having the se fifth grade experiences ,  the pupils can prove to 
themselves through doing that there are many aspects of the music s core 
that they know how to put into musical action. In this intermediate 
s t age of growth in music reading , they have moved from a more incomp lete 
phase of the process into a stage o f  increasing control and. independence. 
CHAPTER IX 
TEACHING MUSIC READING IN GRADE S IX 
The s ixth grader is s t i l l  in the intermediate s t age o f  music read-
ing and is continuing what has gone be fore in his musical growth . He 
can sing a song from the printed page and at the s ame t ime s ee and hear 
what he is s inging. Independent sight s inging is the goal at this leve l ,  
but the s ixth grader s t ill usually needs a help ing hand • .  
S ixth graders cont inue to sing rounds , songs with descants ,  and vocal 
chording. The medium is still used when needed at a difficult spot in a . ' 
song or on a less famil iar phrase pat t ern. Notation is used in two and 
three part s inging. A general knowledge o f  intervals is now needed for 
continuing growth in harmonizat ion . Thirds and s ixths are used ext ensively . 
The ch ildren are encouraged to make up some harmonies o f  their own as 
wel l  as to read the ones which are notated.  
Three part singing is new at this leve l and adds depth and r ichnes s  
t o  harmonic experience.  The harmony notat ion is again as in the fifth 
grade , to p icture for the eye what the ear has experienced many t imes . 
Three part s inging should be begun after facility in two part s ing-
ing has been gained .  The voices should b e  tested carefully t o  s e e  wh ich 
ones can be safely ass igned to the lowest part , Usually by this t ime 
there are a few boys whose voices are in the early stage of changing and 
are characterist ically low in quality. The voices o f  t h e  o thers sound 
p inched and strained when attempt ing to s ing the t ones below middle C .  
The boys whose vo ices are beginning t o  change will h ave a voice break 
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around G or A above middle C when singing up the C scale , These are 
the ones who should s ing t he lowest part . These boys will s ing this 
part on all three part songs . The other ch ildren wil l  cont inue to 
alt ernate on the two upper part s .  Fewer s ingers wil l b e  needed on the f irst 
as wel l  as the third parts to secure balance . The s econd and inner part 
should be the largest sect ion . 35 
Some new rhythm patt erns are introduced in the s ixth grade . The 
triplet, three equal tones to one beat , and the s ixteenth not e  comb inations 
are new at this lev e l .  Songs us ing syncopation are also used. The rhythmic 
chant is used and observed in s inging. Up to now, chanting has been used 
as a means to interpret the rhythm of songs . Now the rhythmic chant is 
used apart from the melody or t o  re inforce the melody . In using rhythmic 
chant s ,  the t ime must be kept steady and the tempo uni form, The chanters 
must be sure to accent the word or syllable in their chant on wh ich there 
is a natural accent and to keep the quality of their voices constant 
throughout the chant . 
The s ixth grade is not a t ime of introducing many new facts o f  music 
reading, but is a t ime of cont inuing the many facts introduced be fore , The 
child gains experience in us ing these facts and skil l s  and becomes more 
confident , independent , and adept in their use , Success ful music reading 
at any degree o f  tonal or rhythmic accuracy depends upon the ab i l ity o f  
):he eye to grasp the main idea pre s ent ed by the symbols . It includes 
looking ahead and glancing back. The s ixth grader should be ab le t o  
35John Beat t i e ,  Josephine Wolverton, Grace Wilson , and Howard Hinga, 
Guide to Amer ican S inger Book Six ,  Second Edit ion ( Ch icago , Illinois : 
American"'Book Company , 1954} , p p .  6 - 7 .  
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p erceive the phrase as a who le as we ll as to give detailed observat ion 
to signif icant details , The comprehens ion of the symbols of the music 
score should be a p leasant exp erience for ·the ch ild, because of the 
variety and int erest of the mat er ials and activit ies through wh ich they 
have been learned.  Ch i ldren who have had the mus ic reading experiences 
included here should be ready for the extension o f  their ski l l s  and 
knowledge in the j unior high schoo l ,  
CHAPTER X 
THE Pl.ACE OF MUSIC READING IN MUSIC EDUCATION 
Mus ic reading contribut es t o  musical growth and is a part o f  the 
who le scope o f  the e lementary music program. All children can not 
achieve the s ame degree of pro ficiency in the reading of music as in any 
other skill or learning. However , all can be stimulated to want to learn 
some of the th ings that music notat ion can tell them, The des ire to 
read music is e s sent ial to develop ing the understandings and ski lls needed 
in reading . 
It is necessary for the child to see how learning to read mus ic can 
be use ful to him, The ch ild ' s interest in mus ic reading wi ll be in 
direct proport ion to his knowledge o f  it s usefulness for h i s  own purposes . 
Some wil l  fin� that seeing the notat ion helps to clar ify parts of songs 
wh ich they have found diff icult to sing only by ear . With others s e e ing 
the not at ion o f  a theme will h e lp them follow the melody when listening 
to an instrumental se lect ion. It will aid others in creat ing songs . Al l 
will find that it makes them more independent in learning a tune for 
themselves . S ince all children are different , it is important to provide 
a variety of approaches to mus ic reading as one will be int ere s t ing t o  
some while another will be more int erest ing to others . 
The s tudent is  best mot ivated to learn by his likes and interests 
and his success wi ll s us tain h is int erest . Int erest in mus i c  reading 
grows out o f  the impul se to express ones e l f ,  However, the learning will 
not be absorbed unless its purpose is kept �n mind. There fore , mus ic 
reading should be focused on introduc ing and concentrat ing on the symbols 
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when their importance can be s een by the ch ild. Once the boys and gir l s  
see how be ing able t o  read music helps them, they will usually cooperate 
in trying to improve the ir reading skil l s .  
Making mus ic reading meaningful helps t o  j us t i fy its p lace in the 
curriculum. More children will become better mus ic readers , because they 
can see its appl icat ion for the ir purposes for both now and in later 
years . It can be accomplished in less t ime and with a better att it ude , 
so that reading music wil l  not detract from the aes thet ic value o f  the 
mus ic program. 
Another j ustificat ion o f  music read ing in the mus ic curriculum is  
that the developing o f  the ab ility to read music promotes a wider use and 
enj oyment o f  mus ic.  · Every bit o f  musical knowledge helps in making 
possible mus ical opportunit ies that would otherwise be impossib l e .  B e ing 
able to read music favors part ic ipat ion in instrumental and vocal per-
formance and some of the most rewarding types of l istening. These and 
many other act ivities would be impossible without the abi l ity to read the 
score . A schoo l music program without music reading would cons is t o f  
some rot e s inging, listening t o  mus ic, and reading about it , while never 
1 . t t 1 1  ak . 
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earning o ac ua y m e mus ic . 
Music reading , when properly taught , is not such a difficult task 
that most children can not learn it . However, it  is  not t o  be expected 
that all ch ildren will develop expert mus ic reading ab ility . When the 
mus ical experiences are systematically used to give purpose and enj oyment 
to mus ic reading, we can expect that all children can gain some degree of 
skill in hearing and thinking what he sees when h e  s ings . 
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James Murs e l l ,  Mus ic in Amer ican Schools ( Ch icago , Illino i s :  Silver 
Burdett Company, 19 43) ,  p. 235 . 
CHAPTER XI 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION 
To have a necess ary p lace in music educat ion the music reading 
program must j ust i fy itself, This can be done by the presentat ion o f  
the correct mat erials at th e opportune t ime s ,  The learning which results 
from a good music reading program will be meaningful t o  the ch ild, 
What const itutes a good mus ic reading program? The
. 
type of material 
chosen for use is important . The mat erial must be int erest ing to the 
student , because interest facilitat es learning by increas ing the att ent ion 
and mental e ffort . If the child wants to know how the music sounds , he 
wil l  become a better reader, The material must be s uch that the eye can 
progress rapidly to grasp large units o f  meaning and the words and mus ic 
should re flect upon each other, The mat erial -for a good music program 
wil l  be chosen from a wide background, so that different reading experi­
ences can be numerous';' Through this the child mee t s  mq.ny new songs and 
has the opportunity to do much reading without its seeming repetit ious . 
The chosen material must be presented in an int eresting manner and 
at the t ime when it wil l  be the most meaningful to the ch ild . Music 
reading can be made a difficult t ask or an enjoyable experience by the way 
it is t aught . There are many game s ,  stories , and songs to aid al l 
t eachers in keep ing the child ' s  int erest and in doing the rep e t i t ion: 
necessary to . learning w:i!thout its becoming boring. The t e acher ' s  attitude 
is very important as the ch ildren will re flect this att itude . If the 
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t eacher approaches a reading song with the idea o f  get t ing enj oyment from 
it , so wil l  most o f  the s t udents . Mos t  import ant o f  al l is gett ing the 
children to see the need for and the use in be ing ab le to read music 
independently. The way in which mus ic reading is t aught depends upon 
each individual t eacher and the t ime when its different phas e s  are int ro ­
duced depends upon the level o f  ach ievement o f  the ch ildren. 
There can be no set ages or dates when certain asp ects of music 
reading will be mo st meaningful to the child. S ince al l children are 
different and are able to grasp certain things at different t imes , all 
that can be done is  to suggest the t ime when the maj or ity wil l  be ready 
for a certain step in learning to read mus ic . However , the progress ion 
o f  these steps can be relat ive ly certain. All the mus ic exp eriences 
correlated with mus ic reading are an unbroken s equence o f  act ivi t ies and 
learning that �ontinue from grade to grade . These experiences should be 
on the appropriate leve l of difficulty for the ch ild so that progress 
is always b e ing made in the mus ical growth of the child.  
Music reading is never t aught in isolation, but is an outgrowth of 
all phases o f  the mus ic program. It is part and parcel of the total 
music program. The teaching of music reading can be success ful only by 
making it an outgrowth o f  all musical experiences;  so that the use o f  
notat ion in these act ivit ies wil l  b e  apparent to the ch ild. Whether the 
ch ild is learning a new tonal pattern from a song , showing by bodily 
response a patt ern o f  running notes , notat ing an original melody ,  p laying 
a rhythm pat t ern on a drum, or w�tch ing a themat ic s core wh ile listening 
to a record, he is enjoying a mus ical exp er ience that is contribut ing to 
his growth in mus ic reading . He is learning mus ic reading not just to 
acquire the skill,  but to open larger areas o f. musical resources,  under-
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standings , and enj oyment to enrich his entire l i fe .  
Music reading is an important part o f  any mus ic program in the 
e l ementary schoo l ,  Proper ly t aught , i t  i s  int ere s t ing and meaningful t o  
the ch ild. It probably takes more careful planning and preparat ion and a 
wiser and wider use of materials and t echniques than any other phase of 
th e mus ic program i f  it  is  to be taught succes s fully .  Music reading can 
j ust ify its p lace. in the curriculum by really serving every ch ild in 
every scho o l .  
44 
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